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(e.g., statements made in litigation or on the floor of Congress). While defamation suits
are notoriously difficult to win, they are relatively easy to initiate.
The BIG Libel case at the start of this chapter raises significant ethical questions.
Bob and Anne have concerns about the environment and animal rights, but as employees, did they have a duty of loyalty to BIG? BIG itself has to protect its reputation and
success as a business. One option available to BIG is to bring a lawsuit for defamation
against those who created the damaging Web site. This is what happened in the actual
case on which this material is based.4
As the following reading explains, the ease with which we can remain anonymous when we communicate in cyberspace makes it harder to use libel laws to protect one's reputation. As a result, companies have adopted new strategies to fight
cybersmearing.
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Consider the typical disgruntled
employee's complaints: poor working
conditions, bad management, long
hours, low pay, limited opportunities for
advancement, and so forth. Ten years
ago, employee dissatisfaction was registered in limited ways—perhaps around
the water cooler, out in the parking lot,
or during meals, conferences, etc. Such
dissatisfaction usually occurred against
the backdrop of downward trending economic conditions or significantly changing industry patterns. Very infrequently
would this dissatisfaction register in publications such as company or industry
newsletters, or in local or national news
and magazine publications. Such com4

plaints would, in this era, reach an audience limited both in scope and geography. In any event, the identity of the
employee was known, or at least easily
discoverable, so it was possible for the
employer to serve process and file a complaint for any allegedly defamatory
remarks.
This is a dramatic contrast to today's
legal environment. Communications
systems are now wide open and fully
accessible, with no limits in range, scope
or geography. Targeted audiences are
accessible with pinpoint accuracy.
Messages reach millions of readers with
one click. There is a chat room for everyone. Most importantly, there is no limit
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on content. Therefore, employees can ("BBS") on which the posting was made
register their dissatisfaction by posting a to identify the poster, thereby unmaskmessage in a chat room. Moreover, the ing these anonymous and pseudonyidentity of the posting employee is not mous individuals. It is worth noting that
easily discoverable due to anonymous plaintiffs have an alternative course of
and pseudonymous communications action, in that they could investigate the
capabilities. The nature of these online postings and discover for themselves
messages is qualitatively different from who is posting the messages. It is not
real-world communications. By way of clear whether any more effort or expense
example, newspapers have a responsibil- is involved in this strategy than immediity regarding the veracity of the content ately invoking the assistance—and the
that they print. Sponsors of online bul- power—of the judicial system. But it is
letin board services do not bear the same fair to say that involving the judicial syslevel of responsibility. In cyberspace tem at this earliest stage is a coercive, and
chatrooms, everyone is a publisher; there effective, strategy.
are no editors. Online messages reflect
Armed with a subpoena—often issued
this, too. The culture of online commu- even before a complaint has been filed—
nications is vastly different from tradi- employers serve process on the posters'
tional discourse, in that the former ISP/BBS directing them to divulge the
tolerates and even encourages the use of identity of the poster. The vast majority
hyperbole, crudeness, acronyms, mis- of ISPs comply with such requests rouspellings, and misuse of language. It is a tinely and without challenge—and
fast and loose atmosphere, emphasizing sometimes without the knowledge or
speed rather than accuracy.
consent of the posting subscriber.
...The fascinating aspect of pre-litiga...Negative postings by employees also
tion
subpoena cases is what happens
correlate to general economic conditions. During the current two year down- next. Rather than continue with the lawturn in the financial markets, for suit to test the merits of the contention
example, there has been a tremendous that the postings were defamatory, a
increase in such postings. Employers great number of companies that invoke
have just begun to reply to these the power of the judicial system to
allegedly defamatory postings—in the unmask the identities of the posters simform of John Doe lawsuits. Because it is ply choose to fire the offending
difficult to discern who is speaking in employee and drop the lawsuit. This natcyberspace, plaintiffs often file a lawsuit urally begs the question: what are the
listing "John Doe" as the defendant. motives of the plaintiff companies—to
Plaintiffs then invoke the power of a sub- be vindicated from the allegedly defamapoena to compel the Internet Service tory statements, or to silence their
Provider ("ISP") or Bulletin Board Service critics?

